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Trevor Boundy <trevor@boundy39.com>

FW: 129 Waco SRE - Installation of Side Windows
1 message
Tandy Walker <rdb435021@icloud.com>
Tue, Aug 11, 2020 at 9:23 AM
To: "Robert J. Galler" <meccanom@msn.com>, Trevor Boundy <jtboundy@dcsi.net.au>

From: Tandy Walker [mailto:aerotan1503@outlook.com]
Sent: Monday, September 22, 2014 1:57 PM
To: aerotan1503@outlook.com
Subject: 129 Waco SRE - Installation of Side Windows

Web Site: Tandy’s Model Aircraft

Waco SRE
September 22, 2014
A single vellum pattern was made for the two side windows together and taped
to a piece .005” Dura-Lar side window material shown below. The razor blade had
to be used so the camera had something to focus on. Then the Dura-Lar pattern
was cut out leaving the side window material.

The procedure used to install the Waco’s side windows only requires one step.
Weldbond glue was applied to the perimeter of the side windows on the left side
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as shown below. This glue was carefully smoothed out using my finger and the
excess was removed. Notice that the 1/8” black striping tape on the bottom
corner of the windscreen has been pulled back.

The Dura-Lar side window material was then carefully placed down onto the glue
on the fuselage with the forward edge butt up against the rear edge of the
windscreen as shown below. The remaining more glue was squeegeed out from
under the Dura-Lar and removed with a wet Q-Tip.
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The vertical juncture between the rear edge of the windscreen and the front edge of the
side window on the front cabin support was taped together for mutual support. A piece pf
1/4" wide strip of clear 3M Magic Mending Tape and carefully put down over the vertical
joint as shown below. This really ties the two pieces of DURA-LAR together nicely and is
invisible for the most part. Then the ends of the tape were trimmed off.

For the side window press, a piece of 1/4” foam rubber was again put on the
edge of the work table and the fuselage was placed on the foam. Another piece
of foam was placed on top of the side window material along with the 1/2” X 3”
maple plank. A 3” steel block square and an a small steel vise was place on the
plank to distribute the weight over the length of the side window material as
shown below. This was left to cure overnight.
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After the side windows on the left and right side of the fuselage were glued in
place, 1/8” black striping tape was put around the perimeter edges of the side
windows with 1/16” on the Dura-Lar and 1/16” on the window frame, which serves
to further seal the windows to the fuselage structure. The last step was trim
the edge of the 1/8” black striping tape with 1/16” white striping tape to
complete the window treatment as shown below……………………………Tandy
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